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“Teau » jurveillancs ‘from * .assassinating ‘the ; 
as om cess i deg president of the United States.*: 

“<A former. Manne’ Ostald fed defected to - 
the ‘Soviet. “Uni nonin 2959 ‘and ‘returned i ins: 

a eee an 

wa g certain to frowti on mcg tha 
dicted it: 3°. "3 3 n soon after i, 

sassination | “showed “that four “out! “of “at ve. 
Americans did not believe there had been | a 

spirit. of the car ‘605; but, fhe. country’ 8 fails ~ President ‘appoint a special’ commission to in- 
_., vestigate the cage. “The public’ must be satis-. 

” fied that Oswald was ‘the assassin; that he did : 
8 : not have confederates who. are still at large; 

fan teats Hoover censured 17 FBI officials 

-"On Nov. 26, “Der puty” ioe “General om 
- Nicholas Katzenbach, who agreed that Os- 

flected _.. wald had probably acted alone, récommended | 
conspi irady. Tn part this re the innocent: to Johnson’s assistant Bill “Moyers” that the } 
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ae Hoover, President t Lyndon B. “Johnson , 
and Attorney. General Robert F. Kennedy =" 

__, had concluded that Oswald’s | background and -. 
_ comnections raised” questions, they did not 
wish to have answered. ,- Te 

Of the three, Hoover was vs the first t to wae 
On the afternoon of Nov. 22, 1968, the day of - 

of the identity of the prime suspect. The news 

Marina, of involvement with. - sian bride, 

~ about Oswald’s recent trip to Mexico. Worst. - 
'’. of all, Oswald had even left a threatening 

| note at. the local FBI office after agent James ~ 

_ and that the evidence \ was ‘such that he would - 
: “have been convicted at “trial,” Katzenbach : 
_wrote : Moyers i in a memo. 

“House a “four-volumé report concluding’ that . 

‘ ‘mained to be discovered. In February, | 1964, 

the murder, Dallas FBI agents informed bim . 

was highly unwelcome. FBI agents, he was. 
told, had suspected | both Oswald and his Rus-.. 

Soviet intelligence sincé their return to the’. 
United States in 1962. Agents in Dallas knew - 

. ve fg 

, * David Kaiser 3 is an ‘associate profes- ) 
_ sor of history at ro ee Mellon Uni- . 

versity’ in Pittsburgh... ea 
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‘Tn early December, Hosver g gave | “the White 

- Oswald had acted ‘alone, and’ the: FBI Stibse-s 
" quently took the position’ that, nothing Te-! 

when Soviet defector Yuri’ “Nosenko“ ‘told! 
‘American authorities that, Oswald’ ‘had jnever™: 
had any connection with Soviet. intelligence, 
Hoover eagerly seized upon his festimony- “Asi. 

“author Edward Jay Epstein. showed in his. 
1978 book, “Legend,” Hoover insisted on be-: 
‘Tieving Nosenko even after CIA’ ‘investigators 
had developed extensive evidence suggesting 

' that Nosenko’s defection had been’ ‘Staged to 
" deceive American intelligence. °:” : 

- President Johnson, who appointed - the: 
‘Warren Commission to resolve doubts about 
the murder, had a particularly potent reason: 
for not wanting the full truth told: He feared. | 
it t might force him into a disastrous war. 

phe | 
pola wey. _ See ASSASSIN, Page F2 i 
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ASSASSIN, From ‘Page FI: 
From the CIA, the new itesident st probably" 

learned not only. about Oswald’s Cuban con-: 
nection, but also’ about the*CIA’s own’ plots." ¢ 
against Fidel Castro’s life: If it became known: a 
that. Castro had retaliated ‘through Oswald, fit 
cpuld mean war. hp peg | a 
“Wild rumors” must be dispelled, “Johnson: ¥ 

told Chief Justice Earl Warren, the commis-"< 
sion chairman:'‘They could; lead “the ‘Unitéd:” 
States: into a.war which could cost 40 million”: ; 
lives... 4 If! the: public became.aroused -. 
against: Castro ‘and ‘Khrushchev, ‘thete might,” 
be: war.” “The CIA never ‘told the’ ‘Warren |: 
Commission about its plots’ against’ ‘Castro's’ 
life."Before leaving the White’ House, Johnson', 
tbid’ Howard: K. ) Smith,’ “of # ABC" ‘that {| : 
“Kennedy was trying’ to get Castro,. but’ Caste 
trd got to him first." 684% Pet eg Mat 

‘ Attorney General Robart Kennedy ‘had his u 
_ own ‘Yeasons/for limiting ‘the” investigation. '. 

Not’ only did he. know’ of the CIA’s' vendetta®: f 
against Castro, hé had helped diréct it; A’ full’ 
investigation conceivably might. show that’ he | 
shared’ the ‘responsibility’ for’ ‘his? brother’ sh 
death."And although Kennedy confided’ sus- {j 

‘ picions: ‘to’ Arthur Schlesinger that: ‘organized’ 
- cfirte or Castro might have: been’ behind'the®: 
shooting, he knew that a’ full probe (of, this”: 
possibility would reveal the mob’s role in CIA?: 
assassination plots, and might even stumble. 
upon his.dead brother's affair. with« Judith: “4 
Canipbell, who had been sdeing Mafia fi igures™ q | 
at-the‘same time. Deeply: depressed, he re-*: 

aabal : - La ey ‘ 
te we . a“ ‘; 
— oa we. 4 . . . a 

mained silent. Publicly oe his: suspicions. a 

Robert Kennedy .. definitely. : knew® of“ ‘any 
Broader. ‘conspiracy: / But’ the. concerns, of 5) 7 
Hoover .and Johnson severely’ limited the i ins: 

~ quity by the Warren Commission, which was 
the sole official body charged with the inves- 

. tigation. The commission relied on the FBI 
_ and the CIA for most of its investigative field 

work. Its final report — completed under 
enormous time pressure — accepted every- . 
thing tending to confirm the theory of the 
lone assassin, while ignoring or explaining 
away contrary evidence, | 

The Warren Report. inevitably became 
controversial. For 13 years a steady stream of 
critiques and conspiracy theories found their 
way into print. In 1976, under the impact of 
Watergate and recent revelations regarding 

CIA activities, the House of Representatives 
appointed a select committee to investigate 
the assassinations of President Kennedy and 
of Martin Luther King Jr. 
Two years later, the House committee con- 

cluded that although Oswald did kill the 
president, he had not acted alone. The com- 
mittee found no evidence definitely identify- 
ing any.other individual or groups as mem- 
bers of the conspiracy, but stated that anti- 
Castro or mob figures might have been in- 
volved. It rested its conclusion on new acous- 
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‘tical evidence that two gunmen had _fired at 
. the president. . 

The evidence ‘came | from a tape of radio fo 
transmissions between Dallas motorcyle po- 
licemen and their dispatcher. The tape in- 
cluded a series of sharp.sounds similar ‘to 
static. In an effort to determine whether 
these sounds might have been made by the 
assassin’s rifle, the congressional committee 
turned the recording over to the Cambridge, 
Mass., firm of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, 
the same acoustical specialists who had _ear- 
lier analyzed the 18-minute gap on the White 
House tapes that were evidence inthe im- 
peachment.of President Nixon. 

Comparing the sounds on the tape to the 
sounds of gunfire recorded during a recon- 
struction of the assassination in Dallas’s Dea- 

sounds included as many as four gunshots re- 
corded through the open microphone of a po- 
lice’ motorcycle about 120 feet behind the 
presidential limousine. He algo estimated a 
probability of 50 percent that the third im- 
pulse, heard less than one second before the 
fourth, represented a shot not from Oswald’s 
perch in the Texas School Book Depository, 
but from the so-called grassy knoll in front ; 
and to the right of the motorcade. 

‘ley Plaza, James Barger concluded that the - 

. The significance of Barger’s findings in- 
creased when photographic evidence revealed 
the presence of a motorcycle in exactly the 
position he had predicted. The timing of the 
four impulses on the tape also coincided with 
the findings of photographic experts who 
analyzed films and photographs of the assas- 
sination. Two other experts who investigated 
the third impulse on the tape’ more thor- 
oughly concluded that the probability that it 
represented a shot from the grassy knoll was 
95 percent. Although .the committee con-. 
cluded that the shot had missed, its findings 
Ail undermined the critical conclusion of the 
Warren, Commission: the idea of the lone as- 
sassin. 

“Tne a “1980 evaluation of the Hotige. coftimit=" z 
: “tee’s ‘findings, the FBI argued . that the ex-' | 
*perts had:not proven that a shot. came: from’ 
¢ the gr'asay knoll. The Justice Department. dou 
eided not to pursue the matter further. 

"Two years ‘later, a-panel -of the, ‘National |! 
“Academy: of. Sciences* criticized: the : FBI's” ° 
methodology, but also éontluded: ‘that voices: 
recorded on the, tapes’ ‘proved that ‘the im-3 
pulses’ thought* to: have'-been shéts had“oc: *: 
curred thore thana ‘minute after the assassi-" 
-nation. "They also, ‘argued: that, | statistical er-: 
‘rors had led ‘thé: committed! ekperts: to‘ assign: : . 

excessive. probabilities, to ‘their. findings. The. © 
+ panel: added ‘that’ further ‘analysis’ ‘could ‘be *”, 
‘done but’ ‘doubted: ‘thes’ Yesults. would’ justify. 
s-the cost. This controversy’ has added a: layer’ 
“of ambiguity wa a case a ‘hardly ng needed any se 
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“only evidence that’ Oswald, had contederates: ; 
- -,;Numerous eyewitnesses: + all eventually dis: ~ 
.4counted,; bythe. _Warren, Commission, ++" 
;ythought. they had . heard, a “shot ‘from “the 
‘Agrassy knoll. ’A’ Dallas, policeman who, im-" 
mediately. ran ‘behind the knoll told the:War-';. 
‘ren Commission that;he had-accosted a man 2 
i;who producéd. Secrét. Service: credentials =~" 
‘credentials which must*have béen fake,-since™ 
# the: Secret; Serviceshad’no. than in that'ldca-". ' 

: ,A-second critical fact concerns the shot Os-.. 
\wald apparently fited in-April 1963 at right= 
nwing extremist ard retired, Army Gen. Edwin Saal 
“Walker.” Marina}, Oswald told the Warren. 

- Commission ‘her’ husband "had tried ‘to. kill 4°! 
sWalker,:and:a photograph: of; Walker's house’ «.; 
‘Zwas “found, ‘among” Oswald's: effects. “A 'few-: 
days before the incident, a’ friend’ of Walker's |” 
“had seen two men looking into Walker's then 
;empty house. A young witness to the actual © 
(shooting saw two men drive away in separate 
ivehicles, and Walker himself also saw a vehi- ‘ 
‘cle leave the scene. No one has ever identified 
Oswald’s companion or companions. == 

An equally troubling piece of evidence sug: » 
gesting a conpiracy was given to the FBI by a 
Cuban refugee, Silvia Odio, in December. 
1963. She later told her story to the Warren - 
Commission. ; i 
In late September 1963, when Oswald was. 
on. his way from New Orleans to’ Mexico, . 

“three men came to her Dallas apartment. 
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_.,Odio’s father. was.then in prison-in Cuba:as a . 
‘Tesult of his attempts to assassinate Castro —. 
attempts assisted by the CIA. Two of the _ 
‘Then seemed to be Cubans; the other was an_ 
American ex-Marine introduced to her, she 
said, as Leon Oswald. The two Hispanic men 
claimed to be friends of her father, and asked 
for her help in anti-Castro work, but she was 
noncommittal. The next day one of the men 
telephoned her and told her that he hoped to 

. get “Leon” into the anti-Castro underground. 
~ Leon, he said, was an expert marksman who 
_would “do anything,” including killing Cas- 
tro, and who had stated that Cubans should 

Pigs, Co 
Silvia Odio said she immediately recog- 

nized Oswald when she saw him on television 
after the murder. The Warren Commission 

_ have shot President Kennedy after the Bay of 

. Made an extremely unconvincing attempt to 
discredit her story. But she subsequently con- 
vinced authors Edward Jay Epstein and An- 

_ thony Summers, as well as the House Com- 
' mittee, that her story is true. Moreover it is 

_ confirmed by other witnesses, and by some 
‘documentaryevidence. 2 =) 

, on 
Of the many theories of the assassination 

_ that have been advanced, which seem most _ 
- plausible in light of this evidence? 

Ironically, Edward Jay Epstein,-one of the 
‘first and most acute critics-of the Warren 
Commission’s work, “has subsequently pro- 

~. duced the most convincing “lone assassin” 

. - a United Press International 

Officer Bobby Hargis (arrow), who had been riding his motorcycle to 

the Kennedy car’s left and was spattered by the president’s blood, 

looks to the grassy knoll, from which he said shots could have come. 
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theory i in his book, “Legend, ” Although Ep- 
~ stein implies that Oswald had been recruited 
~ by Soviet intelligence even before his defec- 

tion to Russia, he does not argue that Oswald 
was acting on Soviet orders when he shot 
Kennedy. Instead, his book suggests that Os- 
wald by 1961 had ‘become disillusioned by 
Soviet communism and, like thousands of 
young Americans later in the decade, was 
searching for a new home on the left. Thus he 
subscribed to both Trotskyite and communist 
publications, became interested in Castro's 

. revolution, and apparently converted himself - 
to the idea of direct revolutionary. action, as 
shown by his purchase of two guns in early 
1963. 

Epstein also found witnesses who recalled 
Oswald making bitter attacks upon Ken- 
nedy’s imperialist and interventionist policy 
towards Cuba, and calling Gen. Walker a fas- 
cist as dangerous as Adolf Hitler. During the 
summer: of 1963, Epstein argued, - Oswald 

te iad + 

triéd. to establish his. pro-Casti bona, fides jing 
. New Orleans by founding his-onée-man: ‘chap. 
-ter of the,Fair: Play for:Cuba Committée ‘and. 
making’ several “ public’ ‘appearances,’ In’ late 
‘September he went to. Mexico Cit y. to, try: to... 
arrange to travel to Cuba, but: ‘the iuban'é ema 
_bassy ‘would not. grant him*a_ visa: ‘without fl 
thoroughly checking his background.; Epstein: “4 
implies that Oswald shot Kenedy in'a: Bit: of 
_TeVolutionary fervor ‘02! oat wa a 

«. An‘extension of. Epstein’ s ‘theoty. to’ Givek : 
the evidence: for conspiracy. would | ‘suggest’, 
that Oswald’ could have been assisted’: y-one*. 
‘or two other‘pro-Castro activibts like inaeli 
‘His visit''to Silvia ‘Odio could thug’ ba seen. as” 
‘an: ‘attempt to ‘infiltrate’ an, anti:Castrd group, 
similar:to‘an‘attenipt:he had’ ‘madé éatlier'i in! 4 
New Orleans; Na theory fits all the facta; this” . 
‘one probably fits them as well ds ‘ahy'¢ other 
“However, “it “‘dlsd': “prompts: “ore! “te ask’ 

whether® ‘Lyndon‘. Johnson ‘may “have © ‘been | 
right. If Oswald killed: Kehnedy"on ‘behalf of 
the‘ Cuban revolution, ‘couldCastrd: himself’, 
have. been ‘responsible? ‘The ‘Cuban’ “leader: 
_-knew ‘about CIA’ ‘attempts: to-assassinate’ him 
and had recently ‘warned Kennedy" through a 
“press { correspondent that if ;guch® intrigues: 
continued, American? leaders. would pot, "be. 
immune from’ retaliation.” ,. °° nab 

' On the’other ‘hand; Castro’ was, ‘ali’ in ‘the |: vi 
‘midst tof delicate: negotiations ’ ‘at the: United, , 

_ Nations: aiming “at: norinalization of Cuban?! 
American relations: In‘any ‘case,’ to have | se 
lected Oswald seémsion. the face of it ti hav 
been mich ‘too ‘risky. For: Castro.td: have 
‘trusted:such‘a Shady: individual ‘with, suchas * 
critical missidn‘ would have been ‘rash, ‘to say 

"the least: The Cubans strongly’ suspected | that ®|- 
‘their. Mexican embassy was’ “bugged ; by" the’? 
‘CIA, ‘and according ‘to‘a: confidential ‘intelli f 
“gence. source, Oswald actiially discussed’ kill- r 

ing Kehnedy:when he visited that embassy...’ 
“As for the Soviet KGB, its "motives ‘for: ass" 

saisinating the ‘American’ -president-~ ‘now: 
actively working’ for Soviet: ‘American’ detente: 
+ seem unfathomable, | faye ne 
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“Another theory, raised from the beginning 7 
by leftish critics of the Warren Commission, «|: 
and argued most thoroughly. by’ Anthony _ 

' Summers’ 1979 book,: “Conspiracy,” holds - 
.that Kennedy was a victim ofa‘ right-wing | 

_ conspiracy involving anti-Castro Cubans and, 
", possibly, elements within the.CIA. Anti- Cas- op 
. tro activists resented Kennedy’s faillire to fol- . | 
_ low up the Bay of Pigs invasion and his Octo- || 
ber 1962 pledge not.ta invade Cuba. ‘Perhaps 

they hoped to provoke an-American invasion 
, of Cuba by pinning the assassination on Os- 
-wald — exactly the Possibility: that Johnson 

_ feared. . tf 
"-. Some. evidence to ‘support this theory has .. 
surfaced since-the Warren Report, Fair Play 
for Cuba leaflets issued by Oswald in New | 

stated that Banister at least was aware of Os- 
wald’s existence, but whether they knew each 
other is unclear. The Warren Report did not 
mention Banister, and stated only that it 
found. no évidence that Oswald ever main- 
tained an office at 544 Camp St: / Z 

Oswald's meeting with Silvia Odio may also. 
indicate an’ association with anti-Castro 

with the CIA, has stated that he met Oswald 
in September 1963 in, Dallas together with his 
CIA case officer, a man he knew. only as 
“Maurice Bishop,” but. this. statement ‘Te, 

~ Mains unconfirmed.” 
This theory, however; is difficult to recon- 

- cile with what we know about Oswald. Given 
_ the wealth of evidence that his real’ sympa-- 

'_ thies ‘were with the left, it'seems more likely 
“that his contacts with right-wing groups were.. 
efforts to infiltrate the enemy ‘camp. rather 

_ than reflections of his own sympathies: Some’ 
have therefore argued that Oswald did not 

_ really shoot Kennedy at all, but waa’ framed 
_ by right-wing elements. However, given that 
Kennedy was killed by Oswald's rifle — and 

_ that Oswald had made a special trip home on 
- the evening of Nov. 21 to pick it up and bring 
_it to work — Oswald seems at the very least, a 
willing participant in a conspiracy‘to kill the 

- president. From what we know, he neededino 
inspiration and received no assistance from | 

others to carry out the crime — except for 
that of the unknown accomplice, if there was 
one, who may- have fired a shot: from the 
grassy knoll: Some anti-Castro Cubans: may | 
have welcomed the news of Nov. 22, 1963, but” 
the case against ther is far from t proven. 

mom. | 
G. Robert Blakey, the. Notre Date law | 

professor. who served as counsel to the Assas- 

Orleans in 1963 bore the address 544 Camp - 
St. That address. housed ‘the offices of Guy.” 

. Banister, -a-former FBI agent active in all 
‘manner of .extreme’ right-wing causes and 
-anti-Castro activities. Several witnesses have 

. Cubans. An anti-Castro Cuban named Anto+ 
. nio Veciana, who: claims a long’relationship’ © 

sinations' Committee. and committee staffer ; 



Richard N. Billings argued “m their 1981 | 
~book,““‘The Plot:to Kill the President,” that - 
Kennedy was murdered by organized. crime. 
The mob probably had .the ‘most powerful || 
motive for the murder of the president, At- 
torney General Robert Kennedy kad mobi | 

~ lized the full resources of the government to. , 
break ‘their power. ‘The murder of the attor- 

. ney general would have incurred the vengeful 
wrath of the president,‘but the murder of the 
president could and did lead both to the re- 
placernent of the attorney’ general and the 
end of his aggressive campaign against organ- 
wedecrime. © 9. 0 
In-fact, illegal surveillance of mob figures in 

the early 1960s overheard talk of a presiden- | 
tial hit. In the early 19703, John Roselli, a 
mobster previously involved in CIA-Mafia as- - 
sassination plots against Castro, told ‘colum- 
nist Jack ‘Anderson that Oswald had: been re- 
cruited. by’ mobster Santo Trafficante and 

“that another’ gunman had fired at Kennedy 
from. the: front. Roselli was murdered after 
telling the same story to‘ the Senate: Intelli- 
gence Committee; his‘assdciate'Sam Gian- 
cana was murdered before he could: make a 
similar appearance. Other witnesses told the 

_ Assassinations Committee that both Traffi- 
~ cante and mob boss Carlos Marcello of New 
Orleans had talked’ about the possibility: of 
assassinating Kennedy. me 

Mob figures with whom Oswald associated . | 
‘include his maternal uncle, Charles Murret,’ 
and pilot David Fertie —-. both residerits of 

_ New Orleans, where Oswald spent. most of 
the summer of 1963, and both involved with. 
Marcello. Jack Ruby, who shot Oswald-in the 
Dallas police station, had been involyéd with 
the mob since childhood.) +. 

The idea that the-mob selected an unstable 
Marxist ex-Marine for the assignment of kill- 
ing the president will seem implausible. to. 
gome, but Blakey and Billings: note ,that-in, 
1971 “Crazy Joe” Gallo, a New York mobster; 

employed’ Jerome Johnson, a black . petty | 
criminal kriown for mental instability, to as- 
sassinate fellow mob boss Joseph Colombo at 
a public rally. Johnson hirtself was shot’ to 
death: only seconds after his crime. Police re- 
garded -him. as a crazed lone assassin until 
after Gallo. was murdered by Colombo associ- . 
ates in revenge. Perhaps mob chieftains call 
upon unlikely aasassins for especially delicate 
assignments. Oswald’ may not have known 
the réal background of the unidentified fig- ° 
ures who approached him. But while appeal-_ 
ing in many ways, the mob theory is not. 

proven! yy 
“ony ‘i ‘ |B - . . 

Twenty years after the crime the evidence | 
boils down to possibilities and. vague prob- 
abilities. Oswald may have been part of a 

' large conspiracy or a very small one; he may 
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| even have acted alone. The: full.truth would 
won| have been: difficult to discover even in.1963- - 

_ 64; now it is probably lost to us foréver. =. = 
Instead, the Kennedy assaasitiation stands: 

as an example of what can happen when law - 
collides with pdlitics. Law enforcement pro-.. 

. fessionals such as Dr, Cyril Wecht, a leading’ 

. forensic pathologist and an early critic of the 
Warren Commission, have argued again and 
again that the case was handled far more 
sloppily and inefficiently than any run-of- 
the-mill homicide. This was no accident. The | 

magnetic personality of John F. Kennedy had 
won him devoted followers and powerful ene- 
mies: The men who had to deal with the af- 
termath of his death knew that the full facts 
might have devastating consequences. They 

_ made sure the investigation would not be a 
professional, disinterested search for the 

_truth. a 
Even ‘the dead president’s body was a 

, potential embarrassment. A thorough au- 
" topsy would reveal that he suffered from Ad- 
- dison’s disease, a fact which had been denied 
for political reasons. Thus, on the afternoon 

‘ of his death his body was forcibly removed 
- from the custody of Texas officials attempt- 

~ ing to enforce Texas law and turned over that 
‘night to Navy doctors at Bethesda Naval 

-. Hospital who had no qualifications as foren- — 
_ sic pathologists. Their failure to do a thor- 
~ ough job has been another. source of contro- . | 
_versy. - - | 

Americans in 1963 shared many illusions. 
- We believed that the FBI was an utterly reli- 
_able investigative’ body and that the CIA 

- would not stoop to the assassination of a for- 
“ eign leader. The idea that the president 
_ might share a woman's favors with mobsters 

, would have seemed as outrageous as the idea 
_ that the president might successfully be as- 

' sassinated for political reasons. 
_ dobn Kennedy’s inspirational rhetoric had 
encouraged our simple, self-confident view of 

: ourselves, With Lyndon Johnson calling us 
forward to complete the dead president’s 
: work, we had neither the time nor the inclina- 
tion to consider the frightening possiblities. 
surrounding the crime. ; 

' We have become more suspicious during 
. the last two decades. A recent Washington 
* Post poll [see accompanying box] shows that 
_four out of five now believe Kennedy’s assas- 
gination was the work of more than one man. 

- We do not know for certain if that belief is 
correct, but we do know that our world is 
much more complicated than we allowed our- 
selves to believe in 1963. 
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By Kathy Jungjohann for The Washington Post 
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By Barry Sussman | 

AWENTY- YEARS and two national investigations : after thea assassination of John F. 
Kennedy, most, Americans think that the real facts behind the slaying of the 35th 

oresicont have riot come to light. ~~ 
The great, majority, 80 percent, feels that what led up to the fateful events j in Dallas 

on Nov. 22, 1963, was a conspiracy of some kind and not the work of a lone-gunman, a 
conclusion exactly opposite to that of the Warren Commission report, the government's 
first major ‘inquiry. - 

— Only 6 people in 10, in fact, believe that a shot fired by. Lee Harvey Oswald was the 
one that took Kennedy’ Slife -. | 

_ Despite their doubts, though, most people appear satisfied to let matters rest as they 
are; 7'in. 10 say. there Should. be no new large-scale government investigation at this 
point: 

These are some of the findings ofa Washington Post-ABC News poll, conducted this 
 Mmorith, examining what" people think today about the first in a series of modern trage- 

. dies that jolted t the p nation. The ¢ chart providés more of the poll's findings. 
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Barry Sussman is director of polling for The Washington Post. 


